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The Tristeel receiving and destoning systems achieve multipurpose 
benefits including gentle product receiving direct from the field, destoning, 
soaking, dirt removal, and evenflow capability.  Different footprint sizes allow 
for different throughput and evenflow volumes.  Tank or flume capacities are 
designed up to 70 tons per hour.   A closed loop water management system 
with auto valves, water float switches and possibly a hydrosieve provide a early 
stage self-cleaning system.  To achieve the best washing results a water 
receiving tank is needed in your processing plant.   
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DESTONING TANK 

Typical  
Application  

Multi-purpose receiving, washing, rock and sediment removal 

Design rate 
range 

Up to 70 tons per hour 
 

Drives  
 

2 HP potato conveyor 
2 HP rock conveyor 
5 HP elevating conveyor 

Construction 
  

Mild or stainless steel using heavy wall sheet metal and tubing 

Features 
 

 Easily remove all three conveyors from tank 
 Access hatches for easy access 
 8 In. Tristeel flume pump for water recirculation and rock 

trap  
 Variable frequency drives for all motor adjustment 
 Self cleaning tank with redundant cleanout valves and inlets 
 External grease zerks for bearing lubrication 
 Heavy rugged design utilizing heavy sheet metal and thick 

wall tubing 
Options   NEMA 12 electrical control panel 

 Skimmer/surface trash conveyor 
 Custom sizes 
 Tank feeding conveyors 
 Integrated with water pit  
 Automatic gate valves for water/sediment dump 
 Water management system to include hydrosieve, water 

level system, auto valves, inlets, all plumbing 
 4 In. Tristeel flume pump for pit sediment evacuation 

 

Model Tank 
Dimensions 

Volume Tank 
Weight 

TD11830 8’ x 25’ 30 Tons 10,200 Lbs. 
TD 11840 8’ x 40’ 70 Tons 13,800 Lbs. 

 


